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To the noble, enslaved people of Persia, who have
suffered four decades of cruel and bloodthirsty tyranny—
may you soon breathe the sweet air of freedom.
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Somewhere over northwestern Russia—29 September
Ninety minutes after the Russian president’s assassination
Don’t die, and don’t get arrested.
Marcus Ryker hurtled through frigid darkness at terminal velocity
as words from his childhood echoed through his head.
From the day he’d become a teenager, his mother had uttered these
words to him more times than he could possibly remember. Every time
he left for school. Every time he went out with friends. Every time he
borrowed the car or hiked a fourteener or went white-water rafting.
Marjorie Ryker knew her only son well. Marcus wasn’t simply a kid
who loved adventure and pushing all limits all the time. He was an
adrenaline junkie, and she’d genuinely—and r ightly—feared one misstep could prove catastrophic.
Now pushing forty, Marcus was free-falling through a thick band
of cloud cover, somewhere over northwestern Russia. He could see
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nothing. Not the moon nor the stars. Not the twinkling lights of a
single city or village or hamlet below. Nor could he hear a sound, save
the steady hiss of the oxygen flowing into his helmet. He couldn’t hear
the air whipping past at 120 miles per hour. He couldn’t even hear the
scream of jet engines as six MiG fighters bore down on him from multiple angles at twice the speed of sound.
Only moments before, Marcus and his two colleagues had lunged
out of the side of a Gulfstream IV at an altitude of eighteen thousand
feet. Now they were quickly passing under ten thousand feet. But they
had swerved far off their intended flight path before jumping. What
actually lay below them now was anyone’s guess.
To their left was the Gulf of Finland. Off to their right—far off,
Marcus h
 oped—was Lake Ladoga. Were they to hit either body of
water during the unseasonably early and intense blizzard engulfing the
region, their fate would be sealed. They would freeze to death in minutes. Yet if his calculations were correct, they should more likely come
down somewhere on a spit of land known as the Karelian Isthmus.
That would still put them in Russian territory and thus in serious risk
of being hunted down and found. Should that happen, he’d rather die
than be arrested. But they could also land within striking distance of
the Finnish border, giving them a shot at reaching safety.
In the early morning darkness, Marcus forced his mother’s words
from his thoughts and began mentally ticking through all the gear
he’d asked the Agency to load onto the plane ahead of their escape.
It would be all they’d have to keep them alive. There were a sniper
rifle, an AK-47, and two pistols, all Russian-made. There was a box of
ammunition, though certainly not enough to get them through more
than limited contact with Russian forces. They had a handheld GPS
unit and a satellite phone. They also had an all-weather tent, a hatchet,
a hunting knife, ropes, three water bottles, a medical kit, matches,
and—
A massive explosion erupted above them. The heat-seeking missiles had finally found their target. The dark sky was engulfed in
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a blinding fireball of searing orange and red. In moments, molten
metal—remnants of the $40 million business jet—would begin raining down around them, and the icy earth was rushing up fast.
Plunging downward in a spread-eagle posture, Marcus wiped away
the ice crystals forming on the altimeter strapped to his wrist. Six
thousand feet. Five thousand feet. Four thousand. Three thousand. Had he
been alone, he would have held out longer, until he was closer to the
ground and far less likely to be spotted. But while Marcus had trained
for HALO jumps during his stint in the Marines, the f orty-six-year-old
Russian at his side had not.
Oleg Kraskin—code-named the Raven—had served in the Red
Army. He’d completed basic training but had gone on to work as a clerk
in the office of military attorneys. He’d neither jumped out of a plane
in his life nor imagined having to do so. Marcus had seen the terror in
the man’s eyes when he’d briefed him on the escape plan. But there was
no other way. He needed the Raven alive, so the decision wasn’t hard.
Better they should pull their rip cords now than delay any further and
risk a miscalculation that could prove fatal.
As they broke through the cloud cover around t wenty-three hundred feet, Marcus spotted his Russian comrade thirty yards to his right
and gave the signal that it was time.
There was no response.
Again Marcus signaled with a wave of his arms, but again Oleg neither acknowledged him nor opened his chute.
Something was wrong. Marcus had drilled into Oleg the few essential things he needed to remember to survive this jump. Why wasn’t
he responding?
Plunging beneath fifteen hundred feet, Marcus tried again to get the
Russian’s attention, to no avail. Now he had mere seconds to act. He
could feel his heart rate spiking. A massive shot of adrenaline surged
through his system. Pulling his arms to his sides and bringing his feet
together, Marcus leaned right, cutting a path through the rushing wind
and blowing snow. It was an awkward maneuver, made more so by the
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wounded woman slipping in and out of consciousness strapped to the
front of his tandem jumpsuit, complicating his every move.
A moment later, Marcus slammed into Oleg’s side. Still no response.
The Raven had blacked out. Marcus forced himself to stay calm. Back
in his earliest days in the Marines, during jump school at Parris Island,
he had practiced helping a fellow diver in distress, though they’d never
trained him to do so during a tandem jump. Marcus had no idea whether
his canopy built for two could adequately slow the rate of descent for
three jumpers without killing them all. But as he flipped on his night
vision gear and got his bearings, he knew there was no other way.
They were coming down over land, not water. But below them were
forests thick with s now-covered pines. Off to his left, Marcus could
see a small clearing. He could steer to it if he deployed his own chute
immediately. But if he pulled Oleg’s rip cord first, he had no way to
direct the Russian’s descent. Oleg could easily get caught in trees sixty
to eighty feet high, unreachable by Marcus from the ground. Or Oleg
could simply become impaled on one of the soaring pines.
They were now passing below a thousand feet. Marcus maneuvered
himself forward through the near-blinding snowfall, grabbed Oleg’s harness with one gloved hand, and yanked the man toward him. Reaching
into his vest with his other gloved hand, he drew out a carabiner and
bound Oleg’s harness to his own.
Eight hundred feet.
Seven hundred feet.
Now or never. Gripping Oleg with one hand as tightly as he could,
Marcus pulled his own rip cord with the other. His chute instantly
deployed. The metal fastener binding the two men held fast, so Marcus
desperately tried to steer the three of them out of danger and toward
the clearing he had spotted.
They didn’t make it.
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